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ADAPTIVE MULTI-VEHICLE AREA
COVERAGE OPTIMIZATION SYSTEM AND
METHOD

probability of target detection. As Will also be appreciated, the
overall complexity of searching a prede?ned geographic
region can increase exponentially With the siZe and complex
ity of the region (shape, terrain, topography), as Well as With
the number of different vehicles being used and the variability

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

in capabilities betWeen vehicles, making the problem of allo

This application claims the bene?t of and is a continuation

cating assets extremely dif?cult to solve. The addition of
changing environmental and vehicle characteristics further

of US. patent application Ser. No. 11/740,625 ?led on Apr.
26, 2007.

complicates the problem With the need for adaptability.

FIELD

“GRAMMPS”, a generaliZed mission planner for multiple
mobile robots, “ALLIANCE”, “MARTHA” and “MUR

This application relates generally to systems and methods
for determining task allocation and route planning for a plu
rality of mobile platforms that are being used to search a
prede?ned geographic region, and more particularly to a sys

distributed, behavior-based mission planner utiliZing ant
colony optimiZation, Where mobile platforms broadcast their

Examples of previous mission planning approaches include
DOCH”. The ALLIANCE mission planning architecture is a

current task and status, and free mobile platforms allocate
themselves Where there is the most need. The MARTHA
method is a distributed, market based mission planner Where

tem and method for optimiZing the use of a plurality of mobile

platforms, in accordance With the capabilities of each mobile
platform and the detected visibility Within the region, to
enable the region to be searched (i.e., covered) by the mobile

20

mobile platforms place bids on available tasks representing
the mobile platform’s ability to achieve the task ef?ciently,
With the task being allocated to the loWest bidder.

platforms in the most time e?icient manner.

The above approaches, hoWever, only address the problem
BACKGROUND
25

The statements in this section merely provide background
information related to the present disclosure and may not

constitute prior art.
In searching geographic areas using airborne or land based

mobile platforms, task allocation and path planning tech

30

approaches deal With vehicles having Widely varying capa
bilities. Essentially, these prior developed multi-robot task
allocation approaches have been designed for prede?ned,
discrete tasks, primarily With homo genous vehicles, and have

approached adaptability by continuous re-planning. These
methods Would be highly computationally expensive if
applied to the scenario of using heterogeneous mobile plat

niques are often employed in an attempt to utiliZe the

resources at hand (i.e., the mobile platforms) most ef?ciently.
HoWever, many variables often exist that are not addressed

With previously developed planning techniques. In many

applications, particularly military applications, multiple

of controlling multiple vehicles. None of these methods
approach the search coverage problem, nor do they involve
path planning for each vehicle. Furthermore, feW of the above

forms under changing environmental conditions to search a
35

prede?ned geographic region.

mobile platforms, often both manned and unmanned, may be
available for use in carrying out the search tasks. Addition

SUMMARY

ally, different types of mobile platforms (airborne, land
based, etc.) are available for use. Such mobile platforms may

have Widely varying capabilities and limitations. Further

40

The present disclosure is directed to a system and method
for optimiZing the use of a plurality of mobile platforms that

more, a search mission covering a prede?ned geographic

may have Widely varying capabilities to search (i.e., cover) a

region may require dealing With different visibility condi
tions (e.g., rain, fog, etc.) in different subregions of the pre

prede?ned geographic area in an optimum fashion that mini

de?ned geographic region. The mobile platforms can have
different capabilities and limitations, for example different
operating speeds, turning radii, and different sensor foot

miZes the time needed to complete the searching activity. The
present system and method further enables the searching to be
45

detection of targets Within the searched region. The system
and method also adapts to vehicle operational status and

prints (i.e., may carry sensors having different coverage area

capabilities).
The vehicle conditions and capabilities also may change
over time. Thus, a task allocation and path planning system
and method is needed to adapt to varying vehicle conditions
and capabilities. Environmental conditions such as visibility

environmental conditions for heterogeneous platforms
including air and ground mobile platforms.
50

In this embodiment the system includes a discretiZer sub

system for using sensing capabilities of each mobile platform

period during Which the searching mission is being carried
55

so that the assets available for the search are used in the

optimum manner to e?iciently carry out the searching activi

area. A task allocator subsystem is used for determining an
optimum division of the prede?ned geographic area into a

ties in a minimum amount of time, and With a desired degree
60

plurality of subregions, and associating the subregions With

65

time needed to search the prede?ned geographic region by the
mobile platforms. A path optimiZer subsystem is used for
determining an optimum path through a particular mobile
platform assigned subregion to minimiZe the time needed for

speci?c ones of the mobile platforms to minimiZe an overall

be detected. Such a system and method Would mo st ef?ciently
allocate the use of the available mobile platforms in a manner

that minimiZes the time and cost of ?nding targets Within the

various subregions of the prede?ned geographic region. Cost
may be de?ned as the total time spent by all mobile platforms
in order to visit every location Within the prede?ned geo
graphic region at least once, While achieving a guaranteed

to produce a point set that de?nes a number of points Within

the prede?ned geographic area that the mobile platforms
must traverse to completely search the prede?ned geographic

able to detect and adapt to environmental changes in real time

of con?dence that a target present Within any subregion Will

In one embodiment the system forms a mission planning
system for determining an optimum use of a plurality of

mobile platforms in searching a prede?ned geographic area.

may also change over the search region over a given time
out. Therefore, a need exists for a system and method that is

performed in a manner that achieves a desired probability of

each speci?c mobile platform to search its associated subre
g1on.

US 8,260,485 B1
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3
In one speci?c implementation an arbitrator subsystem is

FIG. 13 is an illustration of the path formed for a mobile

employed that determines needed changes to searching
responsibilities of each of said mobile platforms, based upon
changes to an operational status of each of the mobile plat
forms. The arbitrator system may also determine needed
changes to searching responsibilities of each of the mobile

platform Within the prede?ned search region, Where the
search region has been constructed With a triangular grid of
points (such as illustrated in FIG. 3); and
5

FIG. 14 is an illustration of the minimal distance path

generated by an adaptive path optimiZer subsystem of the
present system and method.

platforms based on environmental changes that occur Within

said prede?ned geographic region.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In one speci?c implementation the path optimiZer sub
system uses a clustered genetic Lin-Kemighan algorithm. A
set of points is ?rst calculated to get natural groupings, then a

The folloWing description is merely exemplary in nature

genetic Lin-Kemighan algorithm is applied to each group,

and is not intended to limit the present disclosure, application,

individually, to generate a set of sub-tours. The sub-tours are

or uses.

Referring to FIG. 1, a task allocator and coverage optimi

then merged together resulting in a ?nal tour through all of a

mobile platform’s allocated points.

Zation system 10 (hereinafter the “system 10”) is illustrated in

Further areas of applicability Will become apparent from
the description provided herein. It should be understood that
the description and speci?c examples are intended for pur

accordance With one embodiment of the present disclosure.

The system enables a prede?ned geographic region to be
divided into a number of different subregions in a manner that

most e?iciently allocates search tasks to speci?c mobile plat

poses of illustration only and are not intended to limit the

scope of the present disclosure.

20

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The draWings described herein are for illustration purposes
only and are not intended to limit the scope of the present
disclosure in any Way.
FIG. 1 is a simpli?ed block diagram of a task allocation and
planning system in accordance With one embodiment of the

25

cation subsystem 12, a path optimiZer subsystem 14, a dis

present disclosure;
FIG. 2 is an illustration of an exemplary rectangular search

forms that are available for use, and most ef?ciently plans
routes of travel through each subregion to enable the search
ing activity to be carried out in a minimum amount of time,
While meeting a desired level of probability in detecting tar
gets that may be present in any of the subregions. It Will be
appreciated that the term “search” is intended to broadly
include covering a given area or region.
In FIG. 1, the system 10 generally comprises a task allo

cretiZer subsystem 16 and an arbitrator subsystem 18. The
30

grid that may be formed by a path optimiZer subsystem of the

path allocator subsystem 12 receives information 20 regard
ing all of the mobile platforms that are available for use, as
Well as the capabilities and/or limitations of each mobile

present system;
FIG. 3 is a search grid that may be formed by the path

platform 20. Typically, the mobile platforms Will be airborne

optimiZer subsystem using equidistant triangular points,

vehicles such as aircraft 20a and rotorcraft 20b, although land
vehicles 200 may also be employed. Typically, such mobile

illustrating a reduction in the overall number of subregions
that need to be searched;
FIG. 4 is a ?owchart of operations performed by the dis
cretiZer sub system in mapping out the subregions for search

35

platforms Will include a sensor 21 that is used to detect the

presence of a target or other object that is the subj ect(s) of the
search effort. The capabilities and limitations of each mobile

111g;

FIG. 5 is a search gridthat may be formed by the discretiZer
subsystem With a 0.75 observability factor, that enables those

40

capacity) and maximum and/or minimum altitude of ?ight (if
the mobile platform is an airborne mobile). Also, damage to
vehicles may be accounted for. Generally, these topics are all

subregions With impeded visibility (illustrated by shading), to
include an increased number of points (i.e., de?ning an

increased number of points);
FIG. 6 is a search grid generated by the discretiZer sub
system that resulted from initialiZing the discretiZer sub
system With a triangular grid, and then applying a 0.75

45

observability constraint;

ference) is also included Within the information 20.
50

rithm With the path optimiZer subsystem, over the time that
Would otherWise be needed to search a given number of points
FIG. 8 illustrates a graph shoWing the amount of tour

search spaces or subregions, based on the properties of each
55

Kemighan algorithm;

mobile platform’s sensing characteristics and the environ
mental characteristics expected to be encountered When

searching each subregion. The discretiZer subsystem 16 ini
tially receives information 22 concerning the geographic area

FIG. 9 is a graph shoWing the amount of tour improvement

provided by the clustered, evolutionary Lin-Kernighan algo
rithm but With a logarithmic scale being used for the X-axis;
FIG. 10 is a graph comparing the time performance of the

DiscretiZer Subsystem
The discretiZer subsystem 16 provides the functionality of
converting a continuous search space (i.e., a single, large
prede?ned geographic region) into a plurality of discrete

(i.e., subregions) using a standard Lin-Kemighan algorithm;

improvement provided by the clustered, evolutionary Lin

referred to as “mobility and capability” and they can be any
thing that determines hoW the mobile platforms are able to
interact With the environment. Any environmental consider
ation that may limit the ability of the mobile platform to be

used (e.g., rain or fog, foliage and geographic terrain inter

FIG. 7 illustrates the reduction in computing time that is

achieved using a clustered, evolutionary Lin-Kemighan algo

platform 20a,20b,20c may include, for example, maximum
or minimum speed, turning radius, range (limited by fuel

that is to be searched. The information 22 may include, for

Kemighan method;

example, the latitude and longitude coordinates of the overall
prede?ned geographic area to be searched, the coordinates of
any areas of impeded visibility, the locations of any knoWn

FIG. 11 shoWs the number of optimiZation iterations that
the Lin-Kemighan method performs on trial paths With and

detection of a target located in a near vicinity, and the topog

60

evolutionary Lin-Kernighan algorithm to the generic Lin

Without the evolutionary method;
FIG. 12 Illustrates the Particle SWarm Optimization posi

tion update procedure;

obstacles (geographic or man-made) that might impede
65

raphy (e.g., hilly areas of terrain, heavy vegetation, moun
tains, lakes, rivers, streams, etc). The discretiZer subsystem
16 generates a minimum number of points for the prede?ned

US 8,260,485 B1
5

6

geographic region that Will result in total search coverage of

fully covering anchor point set that de?nes a minimum

the region if the mobile platform passes through each point,
regardless of direction.
An exemplary search grid 24 produced by the discretiZer
subsystem 16, that includes a plurality of anchor points 26

needed for each vehicle’ s speci?c sensor characteristics, With

desirable observability properties. By “observability”, it is
meant the probability of a sensor observing the true state of a

location in the environment, given the sensor characteristics,
the environmental occlusion, and the number of passes that

each de?ning the center of a discrete subregion 28 of an

overall prede?ned geographic region 30 is shoWn in FIG. 2.
The search grid 24 in this example is de?ned by 225 points,

the mobile platform 2011 makes over a location. A mathemati

cal description is given in equation 1 beloW.

With the grid adhering to a distance constrain set by the sensor

Additional information can be included in the constraint

footprint (i.e., coverage area), as represented by circle 32.
Thus, 225 discrete subregions are created, With the precise

set used by the discretiZer subsystem 10, When evaluating
each speci?c vertex of each cell. For example, the probability

siZe of each subregion being limited in accordance With the
sensor footprint of the sensor 21 being used. Accordingly,
With this exemplary search grid 24, it Will be apparent that
there is a slight degree of overlap in the sensing that is done
for a given subregion With those subregions immediately

of the sensor 21 of speci?c mobile platform 20a Will detect a

target Within the subregion de?ned by the cell can be used by
the discretiZer subsystem 16 as a criterion during examination
of each vertex. Given the probability that a sensor 21 Will
detect the state of a location if it is fully visible, and given a

adjacent to the given subregion.
The grid 24 of FIG. 2 also includes speci?c areas 34 (rep
resented by shading) in Which sensor 21 visibility is expected
to be impeded, thus reducing the probability that a target
present Within the subregions bounded covered by areas 34
Will be detected on a single pass by a mobile platform 2011 that
passes through the subregion. HoW the system 10 addresses

distribution of the probability of points being visible in the
grid (Which can correspond to various environmental phe
20

the observability of targets in the grid. The probability of
observing the true state of a given location is given by equa

this limitation Will be explained in the folloWing paragraphs.
In one implementation the discretiZer subsystem 16 makes
use of an algorithm that iteratively divides a plane (i.e., the

tion 1:
25

prede?ned geographic region) into a set of non-overlapping
subregions, or “facets”, that cover the Whole plane, based on
the characteristics of the subregion vertexes. The subdivision
is constructed from a set of tWo dimensional anchor points
that lie at the center of each subregion.

Pob; = 1 - [1 amnion-51"
n = a og

Where Pobs represents the probability of observing the true
state of a location over the entire search sequence (observ

ability);
35

P det is a value Which is related to the sensing capabilities of

the mobile platform 20a, representing the probability of
detecting the state of a subregion if it is completely
visible during a single pass;
PW-S is the probability that a subregion Will be visible;

grid based on triangular arranged collection of anchor points
40

Smd is the mobile platform’s sensing radius;
dfv is the distance from an anchor point Within a cell to a

triangular point arrangement is selected to start from, the

Voronoi diagram essentially produces a hexagonal shaped
cell that de?nes a speci?c subregion. Each one of the six
corners of a given hexagonally shaped cell has a vertex, and

+

1 2 [Sm]
1
dfv

point set With the vertexes of the bounding region (i.e., the

may be selected, such a shoWn in FIG. 3. A different initial
iZation is also possible, such as one based on a regular grid of
anchor points such as shoWn in FIG. 2. The Voronoi diagram
for the point set is then calculated at operation 52. When a

<1)
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With reference to FIG. 4, the operations of the algorithm
used by the discretiZer subsystem 16 begin by initializing the
prede?ned geographic region), as Well as a point Within the
bounding region, as indicated at operation 50. For example, a

nomena, such as vegetation, Weather conditions, etc.), a con
straint can be constructed that ensures that the mobile plat
form 20a passing through the point set has an upper bound on

45

vertex of the cell;
a is cell’s adjacency; and
n represents the number of times that the mobile platform’ s
sensor 21 visits the given location.

thus each hexagonally shaped cell has six vertices altogether.

As Will be apparent, the probability of observing the true

The vertexes of each subregion (cell) are examined, rela
tive to the anchor point Within each subregion, under a set of

state of a given location on the search grid increases With each
pass of the sensor. So to bound the observability of each

user de?ned constraints, as indicated at operation 54. If the

speci?c vertex being examined does not meet the constraint
criteria (e. g., does not provide a given probability of detection
based on knoWn visibility conditions), then the vertex is

50

added to the grid as a neW anchor point, as indicated at

operation 56. Thus, operation 56 creates a neW anchor point,
and thus a neW subregion (cell) by halving the siZe of the

55

laps the interior of neighboring (i.e., adjacent) cells, thus
60

effectively increasing the pass count for adjacent cells and
increasing the observability of points in a particular cell With
out backtracking by the mobile platform. In application, a
maximum pass number may be implemented to prevent hun
dreds of passes over areas of high occlusion. Cells that meet
the maximum pass count but still do not satisfy the observ
ability constraint can be ?agged as likely locations for targets.

mobile platform 20a to make an additional observation pass

at the neW anchor point, thereby increasing the probability of
observing the true state of that particular subregion. This
method alloWs the system 10 to produce a minimally siZed,

that represent each subregion, so that the sensor footprint of a

mobile platform passing through a cell’s anchor point over

adjacent subregions (facets) along a line betWeen their anchor
points and that of a vertex de?ned by the neWly created anchor
point. This examination process is repeated for all vertices of
all subregions in the grid until all subregions pass the con
straint criteria, and the point set is complete. This method has
many desirable properties, most notably that the constraints
can be arbitrarily related to the speci?c anchor point and
vertex under examination. It also has the effect of forcing the

anchor point, the appropriate number of passes of the mobile
platform 20a must be found that results in the observability
rising above the desired threshold. This could be accom
plished by simply passing a mobile platform over the same
point repeatedly. HoWever, it is more e?icient for the dis
cretiZer subsystem 16 to simply decrease the siZe of the cells
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Task Allocator Subsystem
The task allocator subsystem 12 provides the functionality
of allocating regions of the search area to each mobile plat

US 8,260,485 B1
7

8

form 20a, according to each mobile platform’s condition and
capabilities. This is accomplished through an iterative pro
cess, called “Swap and Divide”, and also through a “Hybrid
Particle SWarm Optimization” method that is applied to the
task allocation operation. The SWamp and Divide and Hybrid
Particle SWarm Optimization methodologies Will be dis
cussed in detail in the folloWing paragraphs.

by ?nding the deviation of a mobile platforms’ loading from
the swarms’ average load. The divide method is described
beloW:
Divide:
Given a Region and a Set of nAssigned Mobile platforms
Initialize

Cluster Region into n sub-regions
Initialize Mobile platform subsets With points inside sub

To evaluate task allocation in the multi-vehicle search cov

regions

erage problem, a cue is taken from the analysis of parallel

processing algorithms. In the parallel processing domain, the

Calculate Centroid for each sub-region.

speedup of a parallel algorithm on a given dataset is de?ned as

Generate a set of Weights, one for each mobile platform,
With initial value 1/n.
Add Subsets to mobile platform’s Current Point Sets
Evaluate to receive a load estimate for each Mobile plat
form

the time to execute the fastest sequential algorithm divided by
the time to execute the parallel algorithm on “P” processors,

shoWn in Equation 2. High speedups are achieved by dividing
the dataset among the processors, and by minimizing the
amount of overhead that is incurred by inter-process commu

For ‘i’ iterations,
Calculate Average Load across all mobile platforms, Ia

nication.
20

For a mobile platforms,
Calculate the Load Error:

Equation 2
20 _ [0
ea _

The ef?ciency of a parallel algorithm is determined by
dividing the speedup factor by the number of processors,
shoWn in Equation 3:
SP

Equation 3

BF?
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Weight Update:
30

It Will be appreciated that to maximize the ef?ciency of a

parallel algorithm, the task must be divided evenly among the
processors. For multi-vehicle search area coverage, the

dataset is the search space, and the best sequential time is the
time it takes the fastest mobile platform to cover the search
space. The parallel execution time then becomes the time it
takes the sloWest mobile platform in the sWarm to complete
its allocated task. Replacing P With the number of mobile
platforms in the swarm, it becomes simple to evaluate the
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region(s) in an effort to balance the time-load across all

mobile platforms in the scenario. Currently, the assignment
stage uses an exhaustive random selection method to try

mobile platform-region assignments. This is very inef?cient,
as the algorithm Will attempt allocations until all assignments
55

have been evaluated or until an evaluation limit is reached. It

is expected that this stage of the process could bene?t from
either an evolutionary component or, more appropriately, a

particle sWarm optimization component.

ments are then sWapped betWeen regions to create a neW

assignment, Which is then equalized and evaluated. This sWap

platform’s allocation and an mobile platform’s loading may

Hybrid Particle SWarm Task Allocation
The current implementation of task allocation uses a tWo

forms to regions Within the search area, if more than one

not be differentiable, equilibrium error is used, as calculated

Return Mobile platforms With Added Subsets.
Application of the Divide and SWap Task Allocation
(DSTA) algorithm is able to quickly ?nd a loW-cost, high
ef?ciency assignment that equalizes the load across the

stage process to allocate mobile platforms 20 to search
regions. The ?rst stage assigns a mobile platform to a region
or regions, and the second stage modi?es the size of the

18 as initial search regions for the search area. An initial

cycle continues until no additional sWaps are available, When
a neW random allocation is generated, alWays keeping the best
allocation encountered.
The divide method uses a gradient-descent based method
to equalize the loads betWeen mobile platforms allocated to a
region. Since the relationship betWeen the size of an mobile

Normalize Weights to |Wa|:l
For each unreserved point in region,
Compare Weighted distances to each mobile platform’s

mobile platform sWarm.
45

Task Allocation”. Inspired by the Lin-Kernighan TSP solu
tion method, the Divide and SWap method operates by using
the environmental clusters produced by the arbitrator system

mobile platform is assigned to the same region, the region is
divided toWards equalizing the total load betWeen the
assigned mobile platforms. Once all mobile platforms have
been equalized, the allocation is evaluated by ?nding the
mobile platform With the largest load. This quantity is taken
as the value of the allocation, and the mobile platform assign

Equation 5

Evaluate for neW load estimate.
40

speedup and e?iciency of multiple mobile platforms applied

assignment is produced by randomly assigning mobile plat

H1

centroid.
The mobile platform With Winning centroid reserves that
point and adds it to sub-region.

to search coverage.

Divide and SWap Task Allocation
A neW algorithm Was developed, called “Divide and SWap

Equation 4

20

Particle sWarm optimization (PSO) is an evolutionary com
60

putation technique developed by Kennedy and Eberhart (see
R. Eberhart andY. Shi, “Particle sWarm optimization: devel

opments, applications and resources,” in Proceedings of the
2001 Congress on Evolutionary Computation, 2001, vol. 1,
pp. 81-86; J. Kennedy and R. Eberhart, “Particle sWarm opti
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mization,” in Proceedings ofIEEE International Conference
on NeuralNetworks, 1995, vol. 4, pp. 1942-1948; J. Kennedy,
R. Eberhart and Y. Shi, Swarm Intelligence, Morgan Kauf

